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Former Arturia V Collection developer releases Polaris, a fast and furious Android music-making app that embraces the trend for ‘DAW-less’ beatmaking



By

Ben Rogerson 

published 10 April 24




Six-track groovebox offers sample and synth engines and step modulation
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Bernie Marsden auction date confirmed, with over 80 guitars going under the hammer, including Gibson and Ibanez electrics played onstage with Whitesnake – and the Gretsch that Peter Green borrowed



By

Jonathan Horsley 

published 10 April 24




Postponed following the guitar legend's death in August 2023, Gardiner Houlgate will now host the auction on 11 June. Watch auctioneer Luke Hobbs introduce the first half of the collection
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“These are things that most of us have simply never tried to do before”: Great Eastern’s XO Variable Crossover is a frequency splitter and dual FX loop for radical stompbox experiments



By

Jonathan Horsley 

published 10 April 24




Get more out of your pedal collection with a genius stompbox that splits your guitar's signal into high and low frequencies allowing you to apply effects to each band – and it works for bass too
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“I couldn’t listen to Genesis or Yes and feel like they were writing songs for me. It wasn’t my music! But with punk, I could understand the songs; the words mattered”: John Cooper Clarke on inspiration, addiction and being endorsed by Arctic Monkeys



By

Danny Scott 

published 10 April 24




“There are all sorts of technical gizmos you can get these days, but I still prefer a notebook and pencil,” says the performance poet
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Save big on Spark amps and get free shipping on everything through April in Positive Grid’s massive guitar month sale



By

Matt McCracken 

published 10 April 24




One of the world’s most popular smart amplifiers just got a tasty discount over at the Positive Grid official website
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“I can only say I am 1,000% happy with the end result”: Seymour Duncan and Eric Gales team up for a pickup set to give your S-style a “perfect balance of vintage warmth and modern clarity”



By

Jonathan Horsley 

published 10 April 24




We might not be able to play like the blues-rock phenom but now we can feed our Strat what Gales' Magneto RawDog has been eating

















[image: Those hoping for the full V Collection experience in hardware form might be disappointed. But, as we discover, AstroLab’s simplicity is its biggest selling point]





"It puts ease-of-use, speed and versatility ahead of sound design depth – at least when it comes to the hardware": Arturia AstroLab review
Those hoping for the full V Collection experience in hardware form might be disappointed. But, as we discover, AstroLab’s simplicity is its biggest selling point










[image: The 1985 Rampage has been on every one of Cantrell’s recordings, and was taken from the Alice In Chains’ guitarist’s car over the weekend]





“We’re offering a reward to anyone who can help us locate the guitar”: Jerry Cantrell’s G&L ‘Blue Dress’ Rampage has been stolen
The 1985 Rampage has been on every one of Cantrell’s recordings, and was taken from the Alice In Chains’ guitarist’s car over the weekend
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"I never intended the statement to mean 'Paul McCartney quits Beatles'... It was all a misunderstanding. I just thought 'Christ, what have I done? Now we’re in for it'": The day the world learned the Fab Four were over
McCartney spilled the beans on this day in 1970
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Former Arturia V Collection developer releases Polaris, a fast and furious Android music-making app that embraces the trend for ‘DAW-less’ beatmaking
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Ben Rogerson 
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Six-track groovebox offers sample and synth engines and step modulation
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Bernie Marsden auction date confirmed, with over 80 guitars going under the hammer, including Gibson and Ibanez electrics played onstage with Whitesnake – and the Gretsch that Peter Green borrowed



By

Jonathan Horsley 

published 10 April 24




Postponed following the guitar legend's death in August 2023, Gardiner Houlgate will now host the auction on 11 June. Watch auctioneer Luke Hobbs introduce the first half of the collection
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“These are things that most of us have simply never tried to do before”: Great Eastern’s XO Variable Crossover is a frequency splitter and dual FX loop for radical stompbox experiments



By

Jonathan Horsley 

published 10 April 24




Get more out of your pedal collection with a genius stompbox that splits your guitar's signal into high and low frequencies allowing you to apply effects to each band – and it works for bass too
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“I couldn’t listen to Genesis or Yes and feel like they were writing songs for me. It wasn’t my music! But with punk, I could understand the songs; the words mattered”: John Cooper Clarke on inspiration, addiction and being endorsed by Arctic Monkeys



By

Danny Scott 

published 10 April 24




“There are all sorts of technical gizmos you can get these days, but I still prefer a notebook and pencil,” says the performance poet
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"He didn't tap a foot or move his head or anything. He listened to it all the way through and I thought he hated it": When an Eagle, Heartbreaker, Roger Linn and an Oberheim OB-X combined forces for a pop masterpiece – the Boys Of Summer story



By

Rob Laing 
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Save big on Spark amps and get free shipping on everything through April in Positive Grid’s massive guitar month sale



By

Matt McCracken 

published 10 April 24




One of the world’s most popular smart amplifiers just got a tasty discount over at the Positive Grid official website
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“I can only say I am 1,000% happy with the end result”: Seymour Duncan and Eric Gales team up for a pickup set to give your S-style a “perfect balance of vintage warmth and modern clarity”



By

Jonathan Horsley 

published 10 April 24




We might not be able to play like the blues-rock phenom but now we can feed our Strat what Gales' Magneto RawDog has been eating
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Ride's Mark Gardener: "I’m definitely a gear nerd, but I had to stop otherwise I’d have gone bankrupt"



By

Danny Turner 

published 10 April 24




The Ride frontman chats to Danny Turner about the shoegaze tag and the driving force behind their seventh album, Interplay
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“I saw the Olympic White with the pearl on it and I was just blown away”: Fender unveils Lincoln Brewster signature Strat – a vintage-inspired stunner with “stealth mods” and lots of them



By

Jonathan Horsley 

published 10 April 24




The worship guitarist's new Strat nails the vintage vibe but with a trio of DiMarzios, a compound radius 'board and a midboost, it's no blast from the past. You're so cool, Brewster Strat!
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Meet AstroLab, Arturia's greatest hits in a stage keyboard: 34 instruments, 10 synth engines and 1300 presets



By

Matt Mullen 

published 9 April 24




This 61-key, semi-weighted keyboard takes the best of the company's revered collection of software and puts it on the stage
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This $10 plugin could make your guitars sound straight off Metallica's Black Album: "Once an industry secret, now a plugin"



By

Matt Mullen 

published 9 April 24




The Wow Thing recreates a quirky effects box favoured by producer Randy Staub and used on Metallica's iconic self-titled record
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“I chose the wrong key”: Mark Knopfler reveals the Dire Straits song that “didn’t come out the way I wanted”



By

Ben Rogerson 

published 9 April 24




He’s previously referred to its lengthy outro as “pointless”
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MOST POPULARMOST SHARED
	[image: arturia]


1
Meet AstroLab, Arturia's greatest hits in a stage keyboard: 34 instruments, 10 synth engines and 1300 presets



	2
"He showed me some things that Charlie Patton and Robert Johnson had taught him – he knew those people": Hubert Sumlin, Howlin' Wolf and their legendary blues legacy 



	3
Behringer releases a free Vintage synth plugin, but you might struggle to download it



	4
“I chose the wrong key”: Mark Knopfler reveals the Dire Straits song that “didn’t come out the way I wanted”



	5
This $10 plugin could make your guitars sound straight off Metallica's Black Album: "Once an industry secret, now a plugin"




	[image: Behringer Vintage]


1
Behringer releases a free Vintage synth plugin, but you might struggle to download it



	2
“Not doing singles”: Billie Eilish announces that her third album, Hit Me Hard And Soft, will be released on 17 May, and teases a journey "through a vast and expansive audio landscape”



	3
Like Jimi Hendrix before him, John Mayer is not averse to bringing his thumb in for chord fretting duties: here's some of that and more with 4 Mayer chords to try 



	4
Orbital on recording The Green Album: "We didn’t have multi-tracking equipment, so we’d get everything working and just run it out live. Any manipulation or synth magic would happen as it was going down - if you didn’t like it, you’d do it again"



	5
"We always recorded with Michael in the dark - he hated light": Engineer Bruce Swedien on the making of Michael Jackson's Thriller, track by track
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10 of the best songs for beginner guitar players to learn



By

Leigh Fuge 




















[image: English Blues and Rock musician Eric Clapton plays guitar as he performs onstage, San Francisco, California, August 1975]









'The first thing you often hear on any blues record is a taster of what's to come': Here are 40 turnarounds to fire up your blues guitar playing 



By

Richard Barrett 

published 9 April 24




Never be short of blues turnaround ideas again with this huge tutorial guide, including tab and audio
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[image: John Mayer performs in concert during his "SOLO" tour at Tele2 Arena on March 13, 2024 in Stockholm, Sweden]









Like Jimi Hendrix before him, John Mayer is not averse to bringing his thumb in for chord fretting duties: here's some of that and more with 4 Mayer chords to try 



By

Charlie Griffiths 

published 9 April 24




Waiting on the D/F# to change
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[image: John Lennon (1940-1980) of English rock and pop group The Beatles plays his second Rickenbacker 325 guitar on stage during rehearsals for the ABC Television music television show 'Thank Your Lucky Stars' Summer Spin at Teddington Studios in London on 11th July 1964. The band would go on to play four songs on the show, A Hard Day's Night, Long Tall Sally, Things We Said Today and You Can't Do Tha]









'At his musical core, John Lennon had a wonderful way with chords': Here are 4 of his Beatles voicings and guitar rhythm ideas to inspire you 



By

Leigh Fuge 

published 8 April 24




All my strumming, I will send to you
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'The 29 songs he recorded (plus 12 alternate takes) show a musician who was technically and stylistically ahead of many of his peers': 5 ways to play like Robert Johnson without going down to the crossroads to make a deal with the devil



By

MusicRadar 

published 7 April 24




Unpicking the fingerstyle of the most influential blues guitarist
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'Many classic songs use chords that sit outside of the regular shapes that we learn in the early stages of playing': 9 iconic guitar chords from classic songs and how to play them 



By

Leigh Fuge 

published 6 April 24




From The Beatles to Bond, Mr Britherside to Hendrix and The Police – these are historic chords
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'Certain chord progressions have been used thousands of times throughout the history of recorded music, so there’s no reason you shouldn’t use these three popular examples': Kickstart your songwriting today 



By

MusicRadar 

published 6 April 24




Try these rock, '50s pop and minor blues chord progressions
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How to use FM and oscillator sync to bring synth bass to life



By

Future Music 

published 4 April 24




Spice up your bass sounds with this classic technique
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The 22 essential beginner, blues and folk guitar chords every guitarist should learn 



By

MusicRadar 

published 1 April 24




Inspiration for every skill level
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[image: Photo of Ritchie BLACKMORE and DEEP PURPLE; Ritchie Blackmore, posed, backstage, tuning up, with collection of Fender Stratocaster guitars ]









'There’s so much music to be discovered simply by retuning your guitar': Try these 9 alternate guitar tunings to inspire your playing today – including the saddest tuning of all time 



By

MusicRadar 

published 31 March 24




Open the door to new creative possibilities with these varied tunings
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[image: Andy Summers, Police 27-31 December 1983 Wembley Arena]









'Schooled in jazz, Andy Summers’ unique style and signature voice is founded on his use of interesting chords': Here are 7 to learn from classic Police songs 



By

Leigh Fuge 

published 31 March 24




The shapes behind Walking On The Moon, Roxanne, Message In A Bottle and Every Breath You Take
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Want all the hottest music and gear news, reviews, deals, features and more, direct to your inbox? Sign up here. 
Contact me with news and offers from other Future brandsReceive email from us on behalf of our trusted partners or sponsors
By submitting your information you agree to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy and are aged 16 or over.
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“A generous update stuffed with ideas and real potential”: Ableton Live 12 Suite review



By

Si Truss 
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"Where the Shure IEMs excel is in terms of comfort, particularly when compared to some other generic fit options": Shure SE425 Pro review



By

Tom Bradley 

published 10 April 24


	£265
	€255
	$269




A solid and affordable off-the-shelf monitoring option
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“A well made budget headphone that can handle both mixing and recording duties”: the t.bone HD 815 review



By

Jon Musgrave 

published 8 April 24


	£28
	€32
	$29




Headphones designed for both recording and mixing? We're intrigued
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“A large nearfield with great balance and excellent cohesive imaging”: PreSonus Eris Pro 8 review



By

Jon Musgrave 

published 7 April 24


	£429 each
	€411 each
	$499 each




Well designed coaxial monitors can offer substantial sonic benefits. We hook one up
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“A powerful mix tool that does a lot to justify its ‘pro’ price point”: Oeksound Bloom review



By

Si Truss 

published 6 April 24


	£169
	€199
	$209




Following the widely-loved Soothe, we ask if Oeksound’s latest might become another must-have
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“When streaming on a budget, it doesn’t really get much better”: PreSonus Revelator io24 review



By

Paul Flett 

published 5 April 24


	£85
	$199




A compact, affordable audio interface with an elegant solution for streamers that won’t break the bank or decapitate your creative spirit
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[image: Neural DSP Archetype: Mesa Boogie Mark IIC+ Suite]









"Beyond studio and recording use, it’s a blast to plug into and play, which surely is a triumph in itself": Neural DSP Archetype Mesa Boogie Mark IIC+ Suite review



By

Alex Lynham 

published 2 April 24


	£119
	€119
	$99




One of the most famous studio amps of all time, now in digital form
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“A unique world of realism, which in piano terms makes this a Holy Grail”: Synthogy Ivory 3 German D review



By

Roland Schmidt 

published 31 March 24


	€299
	$279




One of the most highly regarded piano libraries around gets an update. Does it strike a chord?






Virtual Instruments
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"A high-performance Les Paul that is sure to satisfy even the most contemporary player": Gibson Les Paul Modern Figured review



By

Daryl Robertson 

published 30 March 24


	£2599
	$2999




A flashy contemporary take on the classic LP formula – but is it style over substance?
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“Armed with 450 presets, it has the capacity to impress with its scope for diverse sounds and creativity”: Cherry Audio Pro Soloist review



By

Roland Schmidt 

published 30 March 24


	£42
	€48
	$49




A bit of a diva in synth clothing? We travel back to 1972 for a reimagining of an ARP classic with soloistic tendencies
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“Its synth-style controls make arpeggio creation an intuitive, creative, hands-on process”: BLEASS Arpeggiator review



By

Stuart Adams 

published 29 March 24


	£33
	€39
	$39




Classic synth-based arpeggiators’ up-down patterns can be tedious. Can Arpeggiator bring the variability we crave?
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